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STATISTICS

India is the second largest 
producer of cement in the 

world
2021

India’s cement producing 
capacity in tonnes

Expected Annual Growth 
Rate

ACC, Dalmia, Ultratech

545 Million

3.83%

Key Players



PROBLEM STATEMENT
1. Cement Manufacturing and Supplying is a massive market in India. One of the crucial 

factors in cement supply is logistics and storage.
2.  The cement manufactured at one location is outsourced to different parts of the 

nations through a robust transportation system. This transportation of cement bags is 
generally done by third-party vendors and not the company manufacturing it.

3. More often than not, cement companies like ACC, face heavy losses, when the number of 
cement bags as mentioned in the contract is not the same as the one delivered to the 
warehouses by the third-party logistics vendor

4. I.e Some cement bags may get misplaced, damaged or stolen. This means that there 
will be fewer cement bags in the warehouse than expected, resulting in massive loss 
to the company

5. While there are workers that manually count them, it is subjected to human error and 
biases. Given the sheer size of the warehouse, it becomes cumbersome and 
time-consuming to maintain the records of the number of cement bags at any given 
moment.

6. This problem can be solved by some cutting edge methodologies provided by Data 
Science.



OUR 
SOLUTION

The solution that team Xena has devised harnesses 
the power of Computer Vision and Drone Imagery to 
accurately estimate the number of cement bags by 
capturing images of the front view and top view of 
the cement-bag stacks.  With the advent of a massive 
compute power and the surge in the amount of data 
generated, researches related to Deep Learning have 
progressed unlike ever before. A form of Neural 
Network called as ‘Convolutional Neural Network’ 
performs particularly well for extracting and 
analyzing features related to images. The project uses 
an architecture of Neural Networks used for Object 
Detection called ‘Faster RCNN Inception V2’. The 
system is highly accurate and gives an accuracy of 
close to 98% for detecting the number of cement 
bags.



CAPACITY
India accounts for 8% of the 
global cement production

COMMERCIAL
In 2019 period, FDI in the 
cement and gypsum products 
industry was INR 369.38 Bn

EXPANSION
production of cement in India 
is expected to reach 410.21 Mn 
tons by FY 2024

GEOGRAPHY
Major Indian states, the 
southern states of Tamil 
Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, and 
Karnataka together accounted 
for the highest cement 
production installed capacity 
of ~35%
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TECHNOLOGY STACK

Java, XML, Android Studio GitHub, Visual Studio, 
LabelImg, IDLE, Linux OS

Python 3.7, Flask, SQLite, 
HTML,CSS, 

Javascript,Bootstrap

Tensorflow, Keras, PyTorch, 
Jupyter Notebook, Faster 
RCNN, Pandas, Numpy, 
Tensorboard

ANDROID APP TOOLS

WEB APPLICATION ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE



DATASET 
COLLECTION

The dataset was collected by flying a DJI drone inside the 
warehouse, which was used to capture High Resolution 

Images of the stacks of cement bags. The images collected 
had variances in terms of the lighting, camera angle etc in 
order to make the model more robust. Having a variety of 

images in the dataset helps to avoid the problem of 
over-fitting. Consequently, the model performs great even 

on the unseen examples and can generalize better.



SOME IMAGES COLLECTED...



SOME MORE...



APPROACH



FLOW



FASTER RCNN INCEPTION V2



FRONT VIEW



TOP VIEW



RESULTS 



ON DIFFERENT VIEWS...



DETECTIONS ON TOP & SIDE VIEW



LOSS CURVES ON TENSORBOARD



WEB APPLICATION

A responsive cutting edge web 
application is designed and 
deployed over a local server using 
Flask



MOBILE APP





COMMERCIAL 
DESCRIPTION



EQUIPMENT COST

Cameras = ₹3,000 approx / camera x No. of cameras.
Linux Server on GCP x 1 = ₹10,000 per month.
Local On Site Server (preferably in the form of a Desktop Computer 
or Laptop) = No cost if the client can allocate one computer per 
warehouse, else normal desktop/laptop cost.



DEVELOPMENT COST
Cost per month = ₹1.3 lakhs / month

Involves fixed period (e.g. 6 - 12 months) development of:

● Mobile App
● Technical Infrastructure Development and Integration (Cameras / Drone-in-a-box)
● Server Backend Infrastructure (Linux Server on GCP) 
● 1MW AI Model 3.0
● Data Gathering & Processing Pipeline
● Web Application
● Local On Site server



COST SUMMARY



Total Cost of Phase 1 with 10 overhead cameras for 1 year = A + B + C + D
= 30,000 + (10,000 * 12) + 3,30,000 + 35,000
= 30,000 + 1,20,000 + 3,30,000 + 35,000
= ₹5,15,000



DEPLOYMENT
We plan to deploy the entire turnkey project in a phased manner. The deployment details and cost 
for Phase 1 are given below. Phase 1 allows for building and testing all the primary modules of the 
solution in a controlled way to assure successful deployment which will set the groundwork for 
scaling our solution. 

The primary goal of Phase 1 is automation, working and interconnectedness of all the modules. We 
propose to achieve this by reducing the complexity of the data gathering stage to an area of 10 
stacks monitored by 10 overhead cameras.

Phase 1 will involve the deployment of:

● Mobile App Ver 1.0.
● 10 overhead wireless 1080P cameras.
● Web server hosted on Google Cloud.
● 1MW AI Model 3.0.
● Data Gathering & Processing Pipeline.
● Web Application on Laptop.



SUMMARY

The technical infrastructure presented above  is based on 
several parameters such as size of warehouses, ceiling 
height, internal conditions, visibility, bag stacking, worker 
movement, dynamic changes and other such with 
automation, minimal user intervention and user 
friendliness in mind. We have presented an entire 
pipeline that details the interaction between different 
modules which are part of this infrastructure.



THANKS!
Do you have any questions?

2017.yash.mate@ves.ac.in 

+91 9833265944 

https://vesit.ves.ac.in/

https://vesit.ves.ac.in/

